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Abstract 11 

Snow accumulation over the mountainous Western U.S. is usually reasonably well predicted by 12 

widely-used hydrological models. However, there is a much greater divergence among otherwise 13 

“good” models in their simulation of snow ablation process. Here, we explore differences in the 14 

performance of VIC, Noah-MP, Catchment and SSiB3 in their ability to reproduce observed snow 15 

water equivalent (SWE) during the ablation season at ten SNOTEL stations with over 20 years of 16 

record. During the ablation period net radiation generally has stronger correlations with 17 

observed melt rates than does air temperature. Average ablation rates tend to be higher (in both 18 

model predictions and observations) at stations with large accumulated SWE, where the 19 

snowpack remains on average as the downward solar radiation approaches its seasonal peak. Of 20 

the four models, VIC and Noah-MP simulate higher net radiation with a larger portion allocated 21 

to canopy upward sensible heat (i.e., heat flux from the surface to the overlying air). In Catchment 22 
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and SSiB3, the sensible heat tends to be downward during the ablation period which enhances 23 

the melt energy. If we manually change the surface cover to bare soil in all the models, the 24 

magnitude of sensible heat in VIC and Noah-MP decreases dramatically, as in these two models 25 

a large portion of the sensible heat flux during the snow season comes from canopy. Catchment 26 

predicts decreased sensible heat under the bare soil situation, as it does not include attenuation 27 

of wind speed in its calculation and removing the canopy only reduces the surface roughness.  28 
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1.0 Introduction  29 

 Snow is a dominant aspect of the land surface hydrological cycle of the Western U.S., 30 

especially in the headwaters of the major river basins. Snowpacks store precipitation during the 31 

cold season and release water via melt during the following warm season, effectively providing a 32 

natural reservoir that shifts the timing of peak runoff relative to precipitation by several months. 33 

In most Western U.S. river basins, snow is the largest (seasonally varying) water storage 34 

component (Mote et al. 2005). Li et al. (2017) found that 53% of the runoff over the Western U.S. 35 

originates from melting snowpacks, a number that increases to 70% in the mountainous parts of 36 

the region. In relatively dry and heavily-populated Southern California, more than half the water 37 

supply is derived from snowmelt from remote mountainous sources (Waliser et al. 2011). As 38 

temperatures have warmed in recent decades, snowpack behavior and corresponding 39 

hydrological processes have been severely affected. For instance, Mote et al. (2018) report that 40 

over 90% of the snow monitoring stations across the Western U.S. with long-term records have 41 

shown declines over 1955-2014. As temperatures continue to warm, Rauscher et al. (2008) 42 

estimate that snowmelt-driven runoff over the West could occur as much as two months earlier 43 

than it has historically.  44 

 Despite its importance to surface water hydrology, determining representations of the 45 

complicated mechanisms that govern snowpack accumulation and ablation in hydrologic models 46 

remain challenging. Given both the scientific challenges and practical implications, Dozier et al. 47 

(2016) have argued that estimation of the spatial distribution of SWE over mountainous areas is 48 

the most important unsolved issue in snow hydrology. The problem is complicated by the fact 49 

that snow depth variability can be caused by a mix of multiple process at various spatial scales 50 
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(Clark et al. 2011). On the other hand, snow accumulation over the Western U.S. is usually well 51 

predicted by the accumulated precipitation occurring during the winter at temperatures below a 52 

threshold (typically slightly greater than 0˚C on daily average). For instance, Figure 1(a) shows 53 

that SWE estimated using a very simple rule that approximates the seasonal maximum SWE as 54 

the accumulation of all precipitation that occurs during the winter season below a fixed (daily 55 

average) temperature predicts maximum winter snow accumulations reasonably accurately. 56 

Figure 1 also shows that different land surface models reproduce observed SWE maxima that are 57 

reasonably close to the observations over the Western U.S. Where there is a much greater 58 

divergence among otherwise “good” models is in their predictions of snow ablation. Figure 1(c) 59 

shows, when the models are initialized with the observed seasonal SWE maxima, the variations 60 

in ablation rates are substantial, and can lead to variations in the predicted date of last SWE that 61 

exceed one month.  62 

Here, we explore, in off-line simulations, the ablation season performance of four energy-63 

based snow models that are widely used in macroscale hydrologic models and coupled land-64 

atmosphere models.  In particular, we examine their ability to reproduce observed snow ablation 65 

rates at selected Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) sites (snow pillows operated by Natural Resources 66 

Conservation Service (NRCS)) across the Western U.S. We examine differences among the snow 67 

models (and between models and observations) during the ablation period by analyzing a range 68 

of factors that control snow ablation. The remainder of the paper is organized as the follows: 69 

section 2 describes the data and models used in the comparisons. We report results in section 3, 70 

with interpretation and discussion in section 4. Finally, our conclusions are presented in section 71 

5. 72 
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2.0 Data and Methods 73 

2.1 Snow observations and ablation estimate 74 

 The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Snow Survey and Water Supply 75 

Forecasting (SSWSF) Program (https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/) has a network of more than 750 76 

automated SNOTEL stations in the Western States. Starting in the early 1980s, the SNOTEL 77 

stations began to report daily snow water equivalent (SWE) using snow pillows (which essentially 78 

weigh the accumulated snowpack continuously in time), as well as (most sites) daily precipitation, 79 

and daily maximum and minimum temperature. We selected 10 SNOTEL stations distributed over 80 

the Western United States (Figure 2) whose data are of high quality (missing values less than 5%). 81 

These stations form the basis for our analyses. The station names and elevations are given in 82 

Table 1.  83 

 In order to evaluate snow ablation characteristics, we first need to define the ablation 84 

process and melt rates. Dyer and Mote (2007) defined a snow ablation event as a period with a 85 

decrease in snow depth between two successive days. They assessed trends in ablation events 86 

over North America accordingly. However, our focus does not require such a short temporal scale, 87 

as our main objectives are to explore the behavior and the controlling factors during the (entire) 88 

snow melt season and to determine the bias and uncertainty among the models in estimating 89 

SWE during this period. Therefore, we use a broader definition of the ablation period, which is: 90 

for each water year (Oct-Sep), the ablation period is the time from the date of maximum SWE to 91 

the last day of snow existence (SWE>0). Further, we extract the 20th-80th-quantile of the ablation 92 

period, which we define as the period from the date when 80% of the maximum accumulated 93 

SWE remains to the date when 20% of SWE remains. Based on our exploratory analysis, focusing 94 
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on this central portion of the melt period seems to provide a representation of the ablation 95 

process that is free from unusual conditions near the beginning and end of the melt period (e.g., 96 

occasional accumulation events early in the melt period, and very warm conditions with partial 97 

snow cover late in the melt period). We performed some comparisons (not reported) that 98 

showed that our results were not very sensitive to modest changes in our definition of the 99 

ablation period. Therefore, In the analyses we report below, our results are based on the 20th-100 

80th-quantile definition unless stated otherwise. Accordingly, we calculate snow ablation rates 101 

for each year the 80th-quantile of SWE minus the 20th-quantile of SWE divided by the number of 102 

days between the corresponding dates. 103 

2.2 Land surface models 104 

 We examined simulations of SWE using four Land Surface Models (LSMs) : Variable 105 

Infiltration Capacity (VIC), Noah Multi-Parameterization (Noah-MP), Catchment, and Simplified 106 

SiB version 3 (SSiB3), all of which have been applied previously in numerous snow-related studies 107 

(e.g. Tan et al. 2011; Shi et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014; Xia et al. 2016; Magand 108 

et al. 2013; Xue et al. 2018; Oaida et al. 2015; and Cortés et al. 2016 among many others). The 109 

relevant archival references for the snow algorithms in the four models are: VIC (Andreadis et al. 110 

2009); Noah-MP (Niu et al. 2011); Catchment (Stieglitz et al. 2001); and SSiB3 (Sun et al. 1999; 111 

Xue et al. 2003). The key features of the snow algorithms in each of the model are summarized 112 

in Table 2. We also provide brief descriptions of each model below.  113 

VIC is a physical-based, macroscale hydrologic model with an energy-based snow module 114 

that explicitly accounts for snow accumulation and ablation in the vegetation canopy (Liang and 115 

Lettenmaier 1994; Andreadis et al. 2009). It represents two layers in the vertical (one for thin 116 
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snowpacks) – a relatively thin surface layer, and a deeper pack layer. The VIC snow model is 117 

capable of simulating sub-grid variability in vegetation canopies and the effects of topography on 118 

snow accumulation and ablation via “tile” and elevation band representations, respectively. It 119 

also has a parameterization for subgrid redistribution of SWE (e.g., via wind).   120 

Noah-MP has much different physics than the original Noah LSM (Chen and Dudhia 2001; 121 

Ek et al. 2003) to the extent that it essentially is a different model. Regarding the snowpack 122 

modeling, the Noah-MP snow model partitions the snowpack into up to three layers according 123 

to the snow depth and snow cover fraction as determined by snow density, snow depth and 124 

ground roughness length. Within each grid cell, Noah-MP utilizes a “semi-tile” scheme to 125 

calculate the energy balance and solves for the snow temperature over the vegetated and bare 126 

fractions separately. 127 

Catchment incorporates a three-layer snow module to account for snowpack growth and 128 

ablation (Stieglitz et al. 2001). Catchment determines the net solar radiation flux using estimates 129 

of surface albedo; this albedo is calculated separately for the snow-covered and snow-free 130 

fractions of the land element, and vegetation “sticking out” of the snowpack modifies the albedo 131 

in the snow-covered fraction. The model calculates the heat flow within the snowpack via linear 132 

diffusion, with thermal conductivity a function of snow density.  Snow can melt in the upper snow 133 

layers and, following percolation, can refreeze in lower layers.  Snowmelt water that leaves the 134 

snowpack either infiltrates the soil or is removed from the system as runoff.  Turbulent fluxes 135 

into the air (including sublimation) are determined as part of the energy balance calculations 136 

performed for the top (~8 cm) snow layer. Catchment redistributes the heat contents and mass 137 

of snow into the three layers at every time step. Catchment does not separate downward solar 138 
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radiation according to vegetated and bare-soil surfaces, i.e. it does not use a two-stream scheme 139 

as do other three models. Instead, it would first calculate the tile-average surface albedo (with 140 

and without snow) and compute the net solar radiation for the entire tile. 141 

 SSiB3 uses the snow-atmosphere-soil transfer (SAST) model of Sun et al. (1999). SAST 142 

uses up-to three layers to represent snow in vegetation-free areas and under forest canopies. 143 

Each tile is divided into canopy and bare soil partitions according to the vegetation fraction in the 144 

same way that SSiB does for snow-free tiles. The snow energy fluxes and surface soil temperature 145 

are solved simultaneously to guarantee energy conservation at each time step.  146 

2.3 Forcings and experimental set-up 147 

 We extracted daily meteorological observations (daily precipitation and temperature 148 

maxima and minima) at the selected SNOTEL sites. We used wind speed from the Livneh data set 149 

(Livneh et al. 2013) which is interpolated from the lowest layer of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 150 

(Kalnay et al. 1996). We applied the Mountain Climate (MTCLIM) algorithms (Hungerford et al. 151 

1989) as incorporated in the VIC model (Bohn et al. 2013) at each station to produce hourly 152 

downward solar and longwave radiation, pressure and humidity forcings. Our study period is 153 

from 1991 to 2012, which was determined by the availability of the SNOTEL meteorological 154 

observations and the temporal coverage of the Livneh dataset.  155 

To evaluate the magnitude and nature of differences in ablation rates among the models, 156 

we manually adjusted the SWE predictions for all models to match the SNOTEL annual maxima 157 

for each water year (i.e. within every year, when the SNOTEL observation reached its annual 158 

maximum, we replaced the simulated SWE on that day with the observed value). We then 159 

continued the model simulations through the date of last snow, and repeated the process for the 160 
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next water year. This procedure allowed us to focus entirely on the models’ predictions of snow 161 

ablation, without confounding them with differences in snow accumulation. 162 

3.0 Results 163 

3.1 Ablation rates  164 

  Figure 3 shows the average ablation rates calculated as described in section 2.1 at each 165 

of the 10 SNOTEL sites for the 21-year study period 1992-2012. Overall, the Catchment model 166 

produced the best estimates as compared with observations in terms of Mean Absolute Error 167 

(MAE). SSiB had slightly higher MAEs than Catchment. VIC and Noah-MP both generally had melt 168 

rates that were biased low with one or two exceptions (e.g. site 10 for VIC, sites 7 and 9 for Noah-169 

MP), where the estimated ablation rates exceeded those from observations by up to 105%. The 170 

overall bias across all models is slightly negative (the observations have higher ablation rates than 171 

the simulations) although SSiB has generally positive biases. The multi-model ensemble-average 172 

yielded melt rates with MAEs that were slightly higher than the best model. The station-averaged 173 

errors (model minus observed) in the estimated last day of the ablation period are 9.3 (VIC), 3.6 174 

(Noah-MP), -1.6 (SSiB), -0.1 (Catchment) and 2.8 (model-average) days, respectively. 175 

Table 3 summarizes the climatologies of the 10 SNOTEL sites in terms of average 176 

temperature and maximum annual SWE. Considering the ablation rates in Figure 3 and the 177 

maximum SWE values in the table, the stations that have the highest SWE accumulations also 178 

tend to experience faster melt rates. Figure 4 reports the correlation coefficients between 179 

average annual maximum SWE and average ablation rates for the observations and modeled 180 

results across all 10 stations. Linear regression relationships are also plotted in the figure. The 181 

results from observations are highly correlated (r=0.97) as are the Catchment results. Only VIC is 182 
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an outlier with a (relatively) small r-value of 0.78. One possible reason to explain the correlations 183 

is that the low SWE stations melt their snow before the period of highest available energy (late 184 

spring and early summer). As the downward solar radiation increases seasonally, only those 185 

stations with higher SWE remain snow covered. The snowpack at these high SWE stations 186 

receives more downward shortwave radiation later in the year, and thus tends to have higher 187 

ablation rates. Musselman et al. (2017) argue that in a warmer climate, snow ablation rates in 188 

the western U.S. will decrease for this reason, which is generally consistent with our results. 189 

3.2 Dependence on temperature and net-radiation  190 

 Figure 5 shows the results of linear regressions of the computed ablation rates on the 191 

average temperature during the melt season along with the correlation coefficients for observed 192 

and simulated results. Overall, the correlations between ablation and temperature are high, with 193 

values from observations ranging from 0.51 to 0.92 with an average of 0.73. The model results 194 

also show more or less linear dependences, with only 10% of the r-values across all stations and 195 

models less than 0.6). Although there are some deviations for individual models, the model-196 

averaged results in general capture the observed relationships between temperature and 197 

ablation rates at each of the SNOTEL sites.  198 

 Figure 6 is similar to Figure 5, except with temperature replaced with net radiation. There 199 

is no observation-based net-radiation, instead we used the average net radiation from the four 200 

LSMs as a surrogate for observations. The correlation coefficients in Figure 6 generally are higher 201 

than in Figure 5. In particular, the station average for both observation-based (0.92 in the last 202 

subplot of Fig 6) and model-averaged (0.94 in the last subplot of Fig 6) both are substantially 203 

higher than those in Figure 5 (0.73 for observed analysis and 0.81 for model average). Statistically, 204 
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63.6% of the r-values in Figure 5 are greater than 0.8, and this percentage increases to 78.8% in 205 

the Figure 6 net-radiation correlation results. This result should not be surprising as net radiation 206 

is the dominant source of melt energy, and temperature appears only in the net longwave 207 

radiation component of net radiation (which generally is much smaller than net shortwave during 208 

the melt season).  This result is consistent with Painter et al. (2018) who show, in the different 209 

context of the role of dust on snowmelt rates that radiative forcings are a much more important 210 

determinant of snowmelt rates that cause the rising limb of the hydrograph in Upper Colorado’s 211 

spring runoff than is temperature. One could in fact argue that the only reason that the 212 

temperature correlations in Figure 5 are as high as they are is that high temperatures tend to be 213 

correlated with clear sky conditions during the melt period, which in turn are associated with 214 

high downward solar radiation.  215 

 We also performed a similar test of the relationship between wind speed and ablation 216 

rate. We found that correlations were weak in most cases. Only three SNOTEL sites have 217 

statistically significant (p<0.05) correlations between wind speed and ablation rate (Figure S0).  218 

At those three sites, there is a (weak) inverse relationship between net-radiation and wind speed, 219 

which likely leads to the apparent relationship with wind speed. We do note that the source of 220 

our wind speed data is the surface level wind in the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) 221 

which is a coarse scale product (2.5 degrees latitude by longitude) which is unable to capture 222 

local scale variations in wind speed. However, a larger factor likely is that wind speed is a 223 

determinant of turbulent fluxes (latent and sensible heat) which generally are of opposite sign 224 

during the ablation period, and therefore tend to be small in magnitude relative to net radiation.  225 

During rain-on-snow events (which do occur occasionally during the ablation period) latent heat 226 
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flux can be an important contributor to melt (Moore and Owens 1984; Guan et al. 2016).  227 

However, such events occur infrequently enough, and are of small enough magnitude during the 228 

melt period, that they appear not to have a major effect on ablation. 229 

4.0 Discussion 230 

4.1 Energy components 231 

 To better understand the factors that control snowmelt, we need to identify the sources 232 

of melt energy. The surface energy budget equation (which is represented directly in all four of 233 

the LSMs), can be expressed as: 234 

QM = Rn + SH + LH + GH + QA, 235 

where QM is the energy absorbed by the snowpack (melt energy), Rn is the net radiation, SH is 236 

the sensible heat flux, LH is the latent heat flux, GH is the ground heat flux, and QA is the energy 237 

advected to the snowpack by precipitation (the directions of these energy terms in the equation 238 

are all downward). GH and QA are usually small during the melt season and we neglect them. We 239 

focus here on Rn, SH, LH, and their residual Qr (Rn + SH + LH) which accounts for most of the melt 240 

energy. 241 

 We show simulated net radiation, sensible heat and latent heat fluxes for each model and 242 

station in Figure 7. Net shortwave, net longwave and net downward radiation are shown in Figure 243 

8. In Figure 7, the white circles indicate Qr, the melt energy. VIC and Noah-MP exhibit similar 244 

behaviors, with large negative sensible heat during the ablation period (i.e. the surface warms 245 

the air) except for VIC at Schofield Pass (site 10). SSiB and Catchment generally have positive 246 

sensible heat fluxes, which means that energy is transferred from the air to the surface. Having 247 

upward sensible heat flux over snow-covered site in the forest is not unrealistic, as shown by 248 
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ground observations reported a previous study (Fig.9 in Chen et al. 2014). Of the four models, 249 

Noah-MP produces the most net radiation. However, its ablation rate is not the highest, as it also 250 

has large negative sensible heat flux. Generally, SSiB has the largest melt energy Qr, and hence it 251 

produces the highest ablation rates among the models. However, we also note that there are few 252 

exceptions where these relationships among models are reversed, e.g.  Noah-MP vs SSiB at site 253 

7 and site 9, which implies that SSiB may be allocating more energy to ground heat flux there. 254 

4.2 Vegetation effects 255 

 During the ablation process, if present, the vegetation canopy, can play an important role 256 

in energy transfer to the snowpack. Furthermore, each model determines the vegetation cover 257 

types on computational surface tiles on their own way using various global data sets etc. Usually 258 

(although not always, see below) SNOTEL sites are located in clearings surrounded with at most 259 

short vegetation that is covered by snow for most of the ablation season. Each model’s 260 

vegetation cover mechanism is distinct as is its representation of the interaction between canopy 261 

and land surface and snow on and under vegetation. For example, VIC uses pre-defined sub-tiles 262 

to represent different types of canopy cover and the final result is an area-weighted average 263 

(Liang et al., 1994). Noah-MP utilizes a dynamic vegetation cover fraction, which is related to the 264 

LAI value (Niu et al. 2011). In Catchment, each computational tile is assigned a single vegetation 265 

type and the overall surface albedo of the tile is then determined as the weighted average of 266 

snow free and snow-covered fractions. Catchment’s snow free parameterization is designed to 267 

match MODIS climatological mean albedo at the location at any given time. The snow 268 

parameterization in Catchment (Stieglitz et al. 2001) uses a 13 mm threshold of SWE to compute 269 

the snow-covered fraction within the tile, i.e. if SWE is greater than or equal to 13 mm, the entire 270 
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tile is assumed to be snow covered. SSiB employs a monthly-varying parameters for vegetation 271 

cover fraction, leaf area index, and other vegetation properties dependent on vegetation type 272 

(Sellers et al. 1996).  273 

Furthermore, the models have different representations of how much snow can be 274 

intercepted by the vegetation canopy and the energetics of snow on and below the canopy. Their 275 

representations of the effects of the canopy on absorption and re-radiation of solar radiation, as 276 

well as the effects of the canopy on wind, and hence under-canopy turbulent fluxes also vary. 277 

Arguably the first consideration (snow interception) is less important during the ablation season 278 

than is the second (vegetation effects on under-canopy net radiation and turbulent fluxes. 279 

In order to evaluate the canopy effects and corresponding model behaviors, we 280 

performed a parallel set of simulations, whose setup was the same as the baseline described 281 

above but with the vegetation cover removed. For comparison purposes, we give the vegetation 282 

type of each model and some key vegetation parameters for the baseline simulation in Table 4. 283 

 Figure 9 shows the ablation rates that resulted from the no vegetation experiment (note 284 

that the melt rates calculated from the observations are identical to the results shown in Figure 285 

3 as they require no assumptions about vegetation). From Figure 9, we see that without the 286 

canopy cover, the ablation rate in Noah-MP increases substantially. VIC’s response is similar in 287 

direction but the magnitude of the changes is much smaller. Melt rates for both Catchment and 288 

SSiB are reduced relative to their baseline runs when the vegetation is removed. Overall, removal 289 

of vegetation results in large degradation of Noah-MP’s performance relative to observations 290 

(MAE increases to 17.0 mm/day from 6.7 mm/day in the baseline experiment). VIC and SSiB have 291 

smaller MAEs in the no canopy condition relative to the baseline. The MAE of Catchment 292 
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increases very slightly in the no vegetation simulation (likely because the baseline simulation 293 

assumes only short vegetation; see Table 4).  We do note that at some of the sites (Olallie 294 

Meadows, Banner Summer, Blue Mountain Spring, and Silver Creek in particular) a review of 295 

photos of the SNOTEL sites shows the presence of some vegetation in the vicinity of the snow 296 

pillow, i.e., the no vegetation assumption may not be entirely appropriate. In those cases, the no 297 

vegetation assumption is best interpreted as an end point for comparison with the vegetated 298 

base runs. 299 

 To explain the cause and effect of different model behaviors, we need to analyze the 300 

energy components in the no vegetation simulations and relate them to the models’ own 301 

algorithms. Figure 10 shows the energy terms and Figure 11 presents the breakdown of tile-wide 302 

net radiation (net shortwave and net longwave) for all models from the no vegetation simulations. 303 

The downward net longwave radiation decreases in the no vegetation scenario for all models 304 

(24.6% averaged over the four models), as removing the canopy eliminates the contribution of 305 

longwave re-radiated from the canopy (which originates as solar radiation absorption). The net 306 

shortwave radiation in VIC, Noah-MP and SSiB all decrease in the no vegetation experiment while 307 

Catchment shows a slight increase. We explore the causes of Catchment’s behavior below. 308 

In Catchment, the overall net shortwave and net longwave radiation consists of two parts: 309 

energy from snow-covered and non-snow parts of each tile. When the SWE in Catchment is 310 

greater than 13 mm (which is almost always true during our 20-80-quantile ablation period), the 311 

model considers the tile to be fully snow covered and applies the snow surface albedo to the 312 

entire tile. The simulated net shortwave and net longwave are almost identical when it is fully 313 

covered by snow (as Figure 12 shows). However, the vegetation substantially affects Catchment’s 314 
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calculation of sensible heat. Vegetation cover increases the surface roughness and thus 315 

decreases the aero-dynamic resistance. With no wind attenuation effect, removing the canopy 316 

decreases the surface roughness and thus reduces the sensible heat. Therefore, the snowpack 317 

receives more melt energy and the ablation period becomes shorter in the no vegetation 318 

experiment. The reduced snow season leads to less net radiation during ablation, because the 319 

snowpack is gone before most of the seasonal increase in downward solar radiation increases (as 320 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows). 321 

  The Rn, SH and LH terms show different responses to canopy removal as Figure 10 322 

indicates. Compared to the baseline experiment, the overall behaviors of Qr (defined in section 323 

4.1; as indicated by the white marker on the bars) are that VIC and Noah-MP experience increases, 324 

whereas SSiB and Catchment decrease, consistent with the ablation rate responses of each 325 

model. It is worth noting that all the sensible heat flux terms are positive for each model in the 326 

no vegetation experiment, i.e. heat is being transferred from the air to the snowpack in this 327 

situation. In the presences of canopy cover, VIC and Noah-MP have negative (upward) sensible 328 

heat fluxes (which means the tile is warming the air) as shown in Figure 7. Although VIC and 329 

Noah-MP can absorb more energy in the baseline experiments (with vegetation), a large portion 330 

of that absorbed energy (41.7% in VIC and 42.5% in Noah-MP) is distributed to heat the air and 331 

hence not to melt snow (the behaviors of sensible heat flux in VIC and Noah-MP is further 332 

explored below). In the no vegetation experiment, although the net radiation in VIC and Noah-333 

MP is reduced, the sensible heat switches from negative to positive and the overall effect leads 334 

to more melt energy. 335 
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 VIC and Noah-MP represent wind attenuation effects on under-canopy turbulent heat 336 

fluxes. Therefore, it is somewhat counter-intuitive that the sensible heat fluxes in both models 337 

decrease substantially in the no vegetation experiment. The reason of this behavior is that the 338 

vegetation component of sensible heat dominates total sensible heat flux in both models when 339 

vegetation is present (total sensible = sensible from canopy + sensible from ground). Figures S1 340 

and S2 show time-series of the sensible heat components (canopy and ground) during the 341 

ablation season for both models. In the no vegetation experiment, the sensible heat from the 342 

snow surface does in fact increase in both models relative to under-canopy sensible heat when 343 

vegetation is present (the increase is larger in VIC than Noah-MP). But the increase is much too 344 

small to cancel the loss of sensible heat from the canopy, which of course isn’t present in the no 345 

vegetation experiments. When vegetation is present, the trees would absorb energy and transfer 346 

much more heat to the air, which is the main contributor of sensible heat. Therefore, the overall 347 

magnitude would decrease if we remove canopy cover in VIC and Noah-MP.  348 

 All the models follow the general rule that the snow albedo is greater than that of bare 349 

soil and vegetation cover. Therefore, if we remove the canopy in the simulation, the net 350 

downward shortwave radiation decreases in VIC, Noah-MP and SSiB as Figures 8 and 11 show. 351 

The only exception is the Catchment model, which treats the entire tile as fully covered by snow 352 

when SWE is greater than 13 mm and employs snow albedo to calculate absorbed solar energy 353 

(as we have discussed above).  354 

5 Summary and Conclusions 355 

 We employed four widely used energy-based LSM snow models in offline simulations to 356 

explore differences in melt season ablation rates at 10 SNOTEL stations across the Western 357 
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United States. We extracted precipitation and temperature data from in-situ observations at 358 

each of the SNOTEL sites. We manually adjusted the maximum annual SWE value each year to 359 

match the in-situ observations for the purpose of focusing on differences in model performance 360 

during the ablation periods. We assessed the linear dependence of the ablation rate on two 361 

major atmospheric factors: temperature and radiation. We also performed a no vegetation 362 

scenario to study the effects of vegetation on ablation rates at each of the SNOTEL sites. Based 363 

on these experiments, we conclude that: 364 

1) On average, the four LSMs produce ablation rates that match observations at the SNOTEL 365 

sites in the baseline experiments plausibly well. The average MAE for all models is 4.3 366 

mm/day (22% of the observed average ablation rate across the 10 stations), ranging from 367 

3.6 mm/day (Catchment) to 6.7 mm/day (Noah-MP). SSiB is the only model that has 368 

positive bias (higher ablation rate than observations) in the baseline experiments. The 369 

multi-model average of the estimated last day of the ablation period has a bias of about 370 

half a week (last day of snow on average 2.8 days later than in observations). In 371 

experiments where we removed the canopy cover, the MAE values averaged over models 372 

becomes 34% of the observed station-average ablation rate. The MAE of each individual 373 

model in the no-vegetation simulations is close to the baseline results: SSiB has a tiny 374 

improvement while VIC and Catchment produce slightly higher values. One model (Noah-375 

MP) is an exception; it has a large increase in MAE in the no-vegetation scenario.  376 

2) The modeled ablation rates are highly correlated with accumulated maximum SWE in part 377 

because high SWE stations have their ablation periods at a time of year (generally later in 378 

spring than low SWE sites) when downward solar radiation, and hence net radiation, is 379 
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higher. Net radiation is highly correlated with ablation rates (more so than is 380 

temperature), which is consistent with other published studies. Wind speed is not a 381 

strong predictor of ablation rates during the melting process. 382 

3) The effects of vegetation canopy cover vary substantially across the models. The presence 383 

of a vegetation canopy increases the average ablation rates in two models (VIC and Noah-384 

MP), but decreases ablation in SSiB and Catchment. When the canopy is removed, the 385 

simulated sensible heat reverses direction and its magnitude decreases substantially (in 386 

absolute value) in VIC and Noah-MP. The direction of sensible heat is unchanged in 387 

Catchment and SSiB, but the magnitude of the former decreases and of the the latter 388 

increases. The difference among models is attributable to changes with removal of 389 

vegetation in the fate of absorbed solar energy (due to lower albedo relative to the 390 

snowpack) of vegetation, surface albedo representations, parameterizations of the 391 

attenuation of wind speed by canopies, and how much of the absorbed radiation is 392 

transformed to sensible heat (which warms the air) as contrasted with re-radiated 393 

longwave (much of which becomes melt energy). The differences in model 394 

parameterizations that lead to these inter-model differences in vegetation effects should 395 

be a topic for further development in the modeling community. 396 

 397 
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Table 1: Site locations and attributes for the selected SNOTEL sites. 521 
 522 

 523 
 524 
 525 
 526 
 527 
 528 
 529 
  530 

Site # Station name Lon Lat State Elevation (m) 

1 Olallie Meadows -121.44 47.37 WA 1228 

2 Hand Creek 114.84 48.31 MT 1535 

3 Pike Creek -113.33 48.30 MT 1808 

4 Hemlock Butte -115.63 46.48 ID 1771 

5 Banner Summit -115.23 44.30 ID 2146 

6 Blue Mountain Spring -118.52 44.25 OR 1789 

7 Silver Creek -121.18 42.96 OR 1750 

8 Central Sierra Snow Laboratory -120.37 39.33 CA 2101 

9 Leavitt Lake -119.61 38.28 CA 2194 

10 Schofield Pass -107.05 39.02 CO 3261 
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 531 
Table 2: Key features of the snow-related physics in the four Land Surface Models. 532 

 VIC Noah-MP SSiB Catchment 

Snow albedo decay Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Canopy interception Liquid and snow Liquid and snow  Liquid and snow Liquid and snow 

Canopy radiation 
transfer 

Two streams Two streams Two streams Tile average 

Max snow layers 2-layer 3-layer 3-layer 3-layer 

Canopy attenuation 
of solar radiation 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Canopy attenuation 
of wind 

Yes Yes Yes No 

  533 
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Table 3: Climatology of average April-July daily temperature (T), annual maximum SWE and 534 
average temperature during ablation as defined in section 2.1 at selected stations over 1992-535 
2012. 536 

# Station name Avg Apr-Jul T (˚C) Avg SWE (mm) Avg T during melt period 
(˚C) 

1 Olallie Meadows 7.3  1362.4  8.1 

2 Hand Creek 8.7  272.8  4.6 

3 Pike Creek 8.1  572.9  7.0 

4 Hemlock Butte 8.8  1117.8  9.0 

5 Banner Summit 7.4  614.6  6.5 

6 Blue Mountain Spring 8.9  396.7 5.0 

7 Silver Creek 9.7  293.9  3.8 

8 Central Sierra Snow 
Laboratory 

9.0 973.0 5.1 

9 Leavitt Lake 6.1  314.6  8.2 

10 Schofield Pass 5.4  910.9  6.5 

 537 
 538 
 539 
 540 
  541 
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 542 
Table 4: Vegetation cover type for the LSMs at the selected SNOTEL sites. The corresponding LAI 543 
are reported in Table S1. 544 
 545 

  546 

# Station name VIC Noah-MP SSiB  Catchment 

1 Olallie Meadows Evergreen 
needleleaf and 

mixed cover 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Needleleaf with 
ground cover 

Ground cover 

2 Hand Creek Evergreen 
needleleaf and 

woodland 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Evergreen 
needleleaf  

Ground cover 

3 Pike Creek Evergreen 
needleleaf 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Evergreen 
needleleaf  

Ground cover 

4 Hemlock Butte Evergreen 
needleleaf and 

mixed cover 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Needleleaf with 
ground cover 

Ground cover 

5 Banner Summit Evergreen 
needleleaf, 

woodland and 
grasslands 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Broadleaf shrubs 
with ground 

cover 

Ground cover 

6 Blue Mountain 
Spring 

Woodland Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Broadleaf shrubs 
with ground 

cover 

Ground cover 

7 Silver Creek Woodland Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Broadleaf shrubs 
with ground 

cover 

Ground cover 

8 Css Lab Evergreen 
needleleaf, 

woodland and 
grasslands 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Broadleaf shrubs 
with ground 

cover 

Ground cover 

9 Leavitt Lake Evergreen 
needleleaf, 

woodland and 
grasslands 

Evergreen 
Needleleaf   

Dwarf trees with 
ground cover 

Ground cover 

10 Schofield Pass Woodland and 
Grasslands 

Mixed forest Grassland Ground cover 
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 547 

 548 

Figure 1: (a) Climatology of annual maximum SWE estimated by accumulated precipitation (Acc-549 

P), observations (OBS) and error percentage over 1986-2005 averaged over ~100 SNOTEL stations. 550 

(b) Empirical cumulative probability curves for annual maximum SWE from observations (OBS) 551 

and accumulated precipitation (ACC-P) over all the stations in (a). Both the red and blue lines are 552 

normalized. (c) Observed and simulated SWE time-series plot for Schofield Pass, CO. The models 553 

are initialized with the observed annual maximum SWE. 554 

555 

(c)

(a)

(b)
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 556 

Figure 2: Selected NRCS SNOTEL stations over the Western U.S. The names and index numbers 557 

correspond to the information given in Table 1. 558 

 559 
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 560 

Figure 3: Snow ablation rates at the 10 SNOTEL sites averaged over 1992-2012 water years. 561 

Index numbers correspond to Table 1; “stn-avg” is the mean over all stations. 562 

  563 
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 564 
 565 

Figure 4: Linear regressions between annual maximum SWE climatology and average melt rates 566 

over the 10 sites. The legend provides the correlation coefficients. The circles are the mean 567 

observed melt rate vs mean observed SWE. 568 

  569 
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 570 

 571 

Figure 5: Linear regressions of melt rate against average temperature during the melt period 572 

across all stations for both observed and simulated data (correlation coefficients are given 573 

in the legend). The black circles are the observed ablation rates. The ablation units are 574 

mm/day (temperature in ˚C). Larger plot symbols indicate higher r-values.   575 
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 577 

Figure 6: Same as Figure 5 but the temperature is replaced by net radiation. For the ‘Obs’ curves 578 

we use model-averaged net radiation as a surrogate for observations. Net radiation units 579 

are W/m2. 580 
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 582 
 583 

Figure 7: Energy components for each of the 10 SNOTEL stations. The deep colored bars indicate 584 

net radiation (Rn), the white bars are the latent heat (LH), and the shaded bars are the 585 

sensible heat (SH). The white dots indicate the energy difference term, Qr (Rn-LH-SH). All 586 

nits are W/m2. 587 

  588 
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 589 

Figure 8: Tile-wide downward net shortwave (positive) and net longwave (negative) radiation in 590 

W/m2 over all the SNTOEL sites. White circles indicate the net radiation (i.e. net shortwave 591 

minus net longwave) term. 592 

  593 
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 594 

Figure 9: same as Figure 3 but for the no vegetation simulation.   595 

  596 
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 597 

Figure 10: same as Figure 7 but for the no vegetation simulation. 598 

  599 
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 600 

Figure 11: same as Figure 8 but for no vegetation simulation. 601 

  602 
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 603 
 604 

Figure 12: Time-series plot of (a) net shortwave (net SW), net longwave (net LW) and (b) sensible 605 
heat (SH) at Olallie Meadows station in 1998 for both baseline and no-veg simulations. The Snow 606 
Water Equivalent (SWE) are plotted on a secondary scale in both panels to indicate the ablation 607 
season. 608 
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